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Central Florida - Embrace the Pace Designs, LLC was founded in March of 2019 by owner,
Angelica Pennington, MBA. Pennington is a “military kid” but has called Polk County home for
the last 11 years. Pennington is a graduate of Webber International University (Business
Administration, Pre-Law Major, 2012), Warner University (Master of Business Administration,
2014), and Full Sail University (Master of Fine Arts, Media Design, 2020). She has always had a
knack for creativity and graphic design. In addition, Pennington is also in law enforcement and is
a coach over the Girls’ Basketball Operations at Ridge Community High School. She is also a
Board Member with Compassionate Hearts UNITED Foundation.
Embrace the Pace Designs was developed with the risk taker in mind. Often times, people who
want to start a business just simply do not know who to go to, what to ask, how to ask, and are
sometimes hesitant because of the misconception of there having to be a “rush” when dealing
with companies and a rush to have “it” all together. Business and brands are personal, they are
art, and they are items that should be approached with a sense of risk and patience. Embrace
the Pace means to appreciate YOUR journey, not the journey of others. It means to be thankful
for your process. When we Embrace one another, we Embrace ourselves.
Embrace the Pace Designs is a visual and graphic design company that specializes in branding,
consulting, digital marketing, logo creation, book cover creation, cover letters and resumes,
sporting posters, flyers, business cards, invitations, motion videos, product labels, and more!
The company takes pride in servicing a variety of clients with a variety of needs. They are proud
to announce that they have started the EMPOWERing Collection, which is a limited clothing line
where all proceeds go towards the Embrace the Pace Scholarship Program. Embrace the Pace
Designs looks forward to building their clientele and serving the community! Life is no race,
Embrace the Pace!
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